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We consider a near-field thermophotovoltaic device with metal as the emitter and semiconductor as

the photovoltaic cell. We show that when the cell is a III-V semiconductor, such as GaSb, parasitic

phonon-polariton heat transfer reduces efficiency in the near-field regime, especially when the tem-

perature of the emitter is not high enough. We further propose ways to avoid the phonon-polariton

heat transfer by replacing the III-V semiconductor with a non-polar semiconductor such as Ge.

Our work provides practical guidance on the design of near-field thermophotovoltaic systems for

efficient harvesting of low-quality waste heat. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4929949]

In the near field, the radiative heat transfer between two

planar bodies can be significantly enhanced beyond the far-field

limit as described by the Planck’s law by the presence of the

evanescent waves.1–3 The application of such enhancements for

thermophotovoltaics (TPV) has been widely studied.4–9 In a

standard near-field thermophotovoltaic device, a thermal emit-

ter, typically made of a refractory metal such as Tungsten, is

brought in close proximity to a photovoltaic cell which typi-

cally consists of a III-V semiconductor such as GaSb or

InGaAs. Compared with far-field TPV where the thermal

source is separated from the photovoltaic cell by more than a

few thermal wavelengths, the use of near-field TPV is predicted

to result in an enhanced power density, as well as an enhanced

efficiency.10

In almost all previous works on near-field TPV, or TPV,

in general, the intended application is to convert high tem-

perature heat (>1000 K) to electricity. For example, for solar

TPV applications, one needs to heat the emitter to a tempera-

ture of approximately 2000 K in order for the system effi-

ciency to exceed that of a single junction solar cell.11,12 On

the other hand, there is also a critical need to develop a

solid-state technology for the recovery of waste heat,13,14 in

which case the emitter is typically maintained at a much

lower temperature, such as around 800 K. The analysis of a

near-field TPV device for waste-heat recovery has not been

done previously.

In TPV, only the photons with energy above the band

gap contribute to electron-hole generation. Heat transfer as

carried out by sub-band gap photons therefore is a parasitic

process that is detrimental to the system efficiency. In a fre-

quency range well below the electronic band gap, III-V

semiconductors have phonon-polaritons that can contribute

to such sub-band gap heat transfer. In the case of a high

temperature emitter, as was previously considered, it was

known that the parasitic effect from such phonon-polariton

heat transfer is not substantial.7 In this letter, we show that

in TPVs designed for waste heat recovery applications,

where the emitter temperature is significantly lower, the

presence of phonon-polaritons can, in fact, significantly de-

grade system efficiency in the near field. We also show that

replacing the III-V semiconductor (like GaSb) with a non-

polar semiconductor (like Ge) without a sub-bandgap pho-

non-polariton response can be beneficial for waste-heat

recovery applications.

Throughout this letter, we consider a standard configura-

tion as shown in Fig. 1 for theoretical modeling of the near-

field TPV system. The configuration consists of an emitter

(body 1), usually made of refractory metal, with temperature

T1 and thickness t1 brought into close proximity with a semi-

conductor photovoltaic cell (body 2) with temperature T2

(T2< T1) and thickness t2. We assume T2¼ 300 K throughout

this letter. These two bodies are separated by a vacuum gap

of size d, and both bodies are backed with perfect electric

conductor mirrors (Fig. 1). The photons emitted from the hot

emitter are absorbed by the photovoltaic cell to generate

electron-hole pairs inside the semiconductor. These electron-

hole pairs can be extracted to an external circuit to generate

electric power.

FIG. 1. Schematic of the TPV configuration. The system consists of an emit-

ter (body 1) and a TPV cell (body 2) in close proximity. The emitters typi-

cally have high melting points, such as Tungsten and TiN, and the cell

consists of a semiconductor such as GaSb and Ge.a)shanhui@stanford.edu
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We study heat transfer in this system using the formal-

ism of fluctuational electrodynamics.1,15 In this formalism,

one describes the heat transfer between objects by computing

the electromagnetic flux resulting from fluctuating current

sources inside each object. The magnitude of the current

fluctuation is related to the imaginary part of the dielectric

function of the object. Due to reciprocity, it is sufficient to

consider the current fluctuations in the photovoltaic cell. For

a photovoltaic cell that employs a III-V semiconductor, its

dielectric function has contributions from both the interband

electronic transitions at frequencies above the band gap and

from phonon-polariton excitations well below the band gap.

We denote the contributions to the dielectric function from

the electronic transitions and the phonon-polariton excita-

tions as �e(x) and �p(x), respectively. The overall dielectric

function is

�ðxÞ ¼
�eðxÞ ðx � xcÞ
�pðxÞ ðx < xcÞ;

�
(1)

where xc is the cut-off frequency chosen to separate the

two different contributions mentioned above. In our calcu-

lation, we choose xc to be somewhat below the band gap

frequency where the imaginary part of the dielectric func-

tion is near zero. The correlation functions for the current

source are16,17

hja r;xð Þj�b r0;x0ð Þi
4

p
xH x; T;Vð Þ�00e xð Þd r � r0ð Þd x� x0ð Þdab x � xcð Þ 2að Þ

4

p
xH x; T; 0ð Þ�00p xð Þd r � r0ð Þd x� x0ð Þdab x < xcð Þ 2bð Þ;

8>><
>>:

(2)

where a and b label the directions of polarization, r and r0

are position vectors, dðx� x0Þ is the Dirac delta function,

�00e ðxÞ and �00pðxÞ are the imaginary parts of the corresponding

dielectric functions, and

H x; T;Vð Þ ¼ �hx

exp
�hx� qV

kBT

� �
� 1

(3)

is the expectation value of the photon energy in a single

mode at angular frequency x, q is the magnitude of the elec-

tron’s charge, �h is the reduced Planck’s constant, kB is the

Boltzmann constant, and V is the voltage on the photovoltaic

cell. Note that unlike the random current sources correspond-

ing to electronic interband transition in Eq. (2), the magni-

tude of the fluctuation is independent of the cell’s voltage for

phonon-polariton excitations in Eq. (2).

We use the standard dyadic Green’s function tech-

nique18,19 to compute the transferred power density from the

current fluctuations. Details on the dyadic Green’s function

can be found in Ref. 20. We compute a flux spectrum U(x)

resulting from a source having fluctuation with the form

hjaðr;xÞj�bðr0;x0Þi ¼ 4
p x�00ðxÞdðr � r0Þdðx� x0Þdab. The

net energy fluxes from electronic excitations Ee and phonon-

polariton excitations Ep are then obtained by integrating over

the appropriate frequency ranges

Ee ¼
ðþ1

xc

½Hðx; T1; 0Þ �Hðx; T2;VÞ�UðxÞ dx; (4)

Ep ¼
ðxc

0

½Hðx; T1; 0Þ �Hðx; T2; 0Þ�UðxÞ dx: (5)

A similar calculation also yields the net above-band-gap

photon flux between the two bodies as

F ¼
ðþ1

xc

H x; T1; 0ð Þ �H x; T2;Vð Þ
� �

�hx
U xð Þ dx: (6)

We combine the fluctuational electrodynamic calcula-

tions with a detailed balance analysis of the photovoltaic

cell21 to analyze the TPV system. At a given voltage V on

the photovoltaic cell, the current density J passing through

the cell can be written as

J ¼ q ðF� RÞ; (7)

where F and R represent the generation rate of electron-hole

pairs and nonradiative recombination rate, respectively, per

unit area of the TPV cell. F depends on the voltage V as

shown in Eq. (6). In this paper, for nonradiative recombina-

tion, we only consider the Auger process, which dominates

in high-quality materials, and set R in Eq. (7) to22

R ¼ ðCnnþ CppÞðnp� n2
i Þt2; (8)

where n and p are the electron and hole concentrations,

respectively, t2 is the thickness of the cell, and ni is the

intrinsic carrier density. Having computed the current den-

sity through the cell, we then obtain the output electric power

density and the efficiency of this near-field TPV system as

P ¼ JV; (9)

g ¼ P

Ee þ Ep
� 100%; (10)

where EeþEp is the net energy flux from the emitter to the

cell. To obtain either the maximum power or the maximum

efficiency, we use either Eq. (9) or (10) and maximize with

respect to voltage. In general, the voltages required to

achieve maximum power differ from those for maximum ef-

ficiency. We note that this calculation directly incorporates

the effect of photon-recycling between the emitter and the

cell.

Throughout this letter, we choose Tungsten (W) as the

emitter. We assume GaSb and Ge as the materials for the

TPV cell. In the calculation, t1 is chosen to be 1 lm to ensure

091106-2 Chen, Santhanam, and Fan Appl. Phys. Lett. 107, 091106 (2015)
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significant emission from the Tungsten, t2 is optimized to be

1 lm, which gives high efficiency when the separation

between the emitter and the cell is in the far-field regime. In

the case of a GaSb cell at T2¼ 300 K, GaSb has a band gap

of 0.726 eV, intrinsic carrier density ni¼ 1.5� 1012 cm�3,

and Auger recombination coefficient C0¼CnþCp¼ 5

� 10�30 cm6 s�1.23 In Eqs. (2a) and (2b), we choose �hxc

¼ 0:6 eV, below which the contribution to the photon emis-

sion from interband process is negligible. In the case of a Ge

cell, Ge has a band gap of 0.66 eV, intrinsic carrier density

ni¼ 2� 1013 cm�3, and Auger recombination coefficient

C0¼CnþCp¼ 1� 10�30 cm6 s�1.23 In the calculation, we

choose �hxc ¼ 0:64 eV, below which the absorption from Ge

is very weak and is ignored in our calculations. The dielec-

tric functions �e(x) and �p(x) for GaSb are obtained from

Refs. 24 and 25, and those for W and Ge are from Ref. 24.

For GaSb, its tabulated dielectric function �p(x) is well

accounted for by the phonon-polariton model, which gives a

dielectric function of �pðxÞ ¼ �1ðx2�x2
L þ icxÞ=ðx2�x2

T

þicxÞ, where xT and xL correspond to energies of 0.0286,

0.0298eV, respectively, �1¼14.63, and c¼3.3514�1011rad/s.

We apply the formalisms as described above to the TPV

systems shown in Fig. 1. We consider W-GaSb system first.

In Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), we show the maximum system effi-

ciency and the maximal electric power density, respectively,

as a function of gap size d for the W-GaSb system. At a high

emitter temperature T1¼ 2000 K, the system has an effi-

ciency of 56% in the near-field region at d¼ 10 nm, as com-

pared to an efficiency of 54% in the far-field region at

d¼ 10 lm [Fig. 2(a), purple curve]. Also, the maximum elec-

tric power density increases from 5.67� 104 W/m2 at

d¼ 10 lm to 1.66� 106 W/m2 at d¼ 10 nm. Therefore for

W-GaSb system with T1¼ 2000 K, operating in the near-

field results in the increase of both the system efficiency and

the maximal electric power density. Here, the increase of the

maximal electric power density in the near-field arises from

the enhancement of heat transfer in the near field. The

improvement of efficiency of near field results from

narrowing of the thermal emission spectrum4–6 in the near-

field due to the plasmons in Tungsten.

For waste heat recovery, the emitter usually has rela-

tively lower temperatures. In Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), we present

the efficiency and the power density for T1¼ 800 K in the

green curves. Similar to the case of high-temperature emitter,

we still observe a power density increase from 24.7 W/m2 at

d¼ 10 lm to 839.5 W/m2 at d¼ 10 nm. However, unlike the

case of a high-temperature emitter, here the system effi-

ciency decreases in the near-field regime. The system has an

efficiency of 50% in the far-field region with d¼ 10 lm, as

compared to an efficiency of only 39% in the near-field

region with d¼ 10 nm.

To understand the different efficiency behaviors for the

W-GaSb system at different emitter temperatures, we plot in

Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) the net heat transfer spectra at various

gap sizes, for T1¼ 2000 K and 800 K, respectively. The heat

transfer spectra due to electron and phonon-polariton excita-

tions correspond to the integrands in Eqs. (4) and (5), respec-

tively, with V¼ 0. The heat transfer spectra are significant

only in the frequency range where GaSb has significant

absorption. This is a distinct signature of photon-recycling

between the emitter and the photovoltaic cell: Photons from

the emitter that are not absorbed by the PV cell are reflected

back to the emitter. As a result, photon recycling naturally

achieves the narrowing of the heat transfer spectrum that is

quite desirable for TPV applications.

In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), the sharp spectral peaks (red

curves) arise from the phonon-polariton excitations. The

phonon-polariton resonance corresponds to a wavelength of

42 lm. Since all the three gap sizes chosen here (d¼ 10 nm,

1 lm, and 10 lm) are significantly smaller than the phonon-

polariton wavelength, the system is in the near-field regime

for all these three gap sizes. The height of the spectral peaks

increases dramatically as one goes from d¼ 10 lm to

d¼ 10 nm, indicating very significant enhancements of heat

transfer in the near field.

FIG. 2. Efficiencies and electric power densities for the W-GaSb [(a) and

(b)] and W-Ge TPV systems [(c) and (d)] as a function of the gap size d.

Results for T1¼ 2000 K and T1¼ 800 K are plotted in purple and green

curves, respectively.

FIG. 3. The flux spectra for interband transitions and phonon-polaritons

excitations in blue and red, respectively, at T1¼ 2000 K (a) and T1¼ 800 K

(b) for various gap separations in W-GaSb TPV system. The mechanism of

the two spectra, i.e., phonon-polariton in red and interband transition in

blue, is clearly labeled in the figures. The solid curves, dashed curves, and

dotted curves correspond to d¼ 10 nm, 1 lm, and 10 lm, respectively. Both

the spectra and the angular frequency are plotted in log scale.
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In Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), the broad spectra plateaus (blue

curves) are due to electronic excitations. The lower cut-off

frequency of the plateaus for both emitter temperatures

remains constant around the band gap frequency xg¼ 1.1

� 1015 rad/s of GaSb. The width of plateaus is approximately

kBT1 since the net heat transfer is dominated by the emission

of Tungsten.

The band gap of GaSb corresponds to a wavelength of

1.7 lm. Thus, the system is in the far-field regime with

d¼ 10 lm and is starting to enter the near-field regime with

d¼ 1 lm. The spectral plateaus for these two gap sizes (blue

dashed and dashed-dotted lines in Fig. 3) therefore approxi-

mately overlap, since in the far field the heat transfer is inde-

pendent of the gap size. As one further reduces the gap size

to d¼ 10 nm, the heights of the plateaus increase dramati-

cally due to the enhanced heat transfer in the near field.

At T1¼ 2000 K [Fig. 3(a)], we see that the heat transfer

due to the electronic excitations (blue curves) significantly

dominates over that due to the phonon-polaritons for all gap

sizes. In contrast, at T1¼ 800 K [Fig. 3(b)], the contributions

of phonon-polaritons to the heat transfer become significant

in the near field. To further illustrate this point, we plot the

spectrally integrated heat transfer power density due to elec-

tronic excitation (Ee in Eq. (4) with V¼ 0) and phonon-

polariton (Ep in Eq. (5)) as a function of gap size d in Fig. 4.

At T1¼ 2000 K, the heat transfer from the electronic excita-

tion dominates that from the phonon-polariton by several

orders of magnitude for all gap sizes [Fig. 4(a)]. As a result,

phonon-polariton does not play a significant role at such ele-

vated emitter temperature. Both the system efficiency and

the electric power density improve as one reduces the gap

size to the near-field region [Fig. 2(a)]. In contrast, at lower

emitter temperature of T1¼ 800 K, the electronic excitation

has a contribution that is more than two-orders of magnitude

larger than that of the phonon-polariton in the far field, but

only a factor of 2 larger as d reduces to 10 nm. As a result,

the phonon-polariton plays a significant role in the near field.

The system efficiency degrades significantly as the gap size

decreases as shown in Fig. 2(a). Our observation here, that

from efficiency consideration, in TPV one needs to eliminate

sub-band gap absorption and emission, and hence for waste-

heat recovery one needs to eliminate phonon-polariton con-

tribution, is consistent with the conclusion of Ref. 26 that

discussed the theoretical condition for ideal near-field TPV

systems. In the W-GaSb system, the phonon-polariton plays

a negligible role in the far-field regime, and hence does not

affect the system efficiency for the far-field TPV system.

In TPV applications, the available power density

decreases rapidly as one reduces the emitter temperature. For

waste heat recovery, since the emitter is typically at a much

lower temperature, the capability to use the near field to

enhance the electric power density is therefore particularly

attractive. To overcome the efficiency deterioration in the

near field as discussed above, we consider the use of a Ge

photovoltaic cell. Since Ge is non-polar, it does not have a

phonon-polariton response. For the Ge system, both the sys-

tem efficiency and the electric power density improve as one

reduces the gap size, as shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d).

In summary, in this letter, we have shown that the para-

sitic phonon-polariton heat transfer that can occur in a con-

ventional TPV system which utilizes a III-V semiconductor

cell has detrimental effect on the system efficiency, espe-

cially when the emitter has a relatively low temperature. We

further propose avoiding this outcome by choosing a non-

polar cell material. Our work points to the important oppor-

tunities of operating TPV device in the near field for waste

heat recovery.

This work was supported by the DOE “Light-Material

Interactions in Energy Conversion” Energy Frontier

Research Center under Grant No. DE-SC0001293.
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